Please pray for an epidemic of simple church CORE4 missionaries around the world.

In the past couple months the following has happened:

- The simple church facebook network has grown from about 350 to 1050 subscribers. This is where most of the news, information, and networking is now happening. To connect in click here.
- Over 2000 Phase ONE training videos have been downloaded.
- 3 more conferences have partnered with the simple church global network. Several additional conferences are in the process. To learn more about partnership, email Milton.
- Existing house churches are transitioning to this missionary focused simple church network.
- A new database is being programmed that will serve simple churches around the world.
- This 20 minute video will challenge the typical "modern" view of Biblical leadership. Watch Video.
- Missed the last Occasional newsletter? Visit the archives.
- If this newsletter was forwarded to you and you want to subscribe, click here.
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